
 Suggestions for New Learners

First, your desire to learn is your greatest asset. Second, age is not a barrier.1 If you're 
just learning the Hebrew/Aramaic alphabet, fear not. As Lawrence Kushner says, 

               There are twenty-two letters in the Hebrew alphabet, and it really is
               possible to learn them all. I sometimes tell people: If you were pledging
               a fraternity, you could learn the Greek alphabet in a week and swallow
               a goldfish, so you can certainly learn Hebrew.2 

1) Learn the MFW lists
All the words and roots in these lists were chosen because they appear between 400 

and 10,000 times in the Zohar. If you have to choose just one list to begin with, pick Roots. 
There are less than fifty and you will want to memorize them right off. Then: Prepositions and 
either Roots and Cognates or Nouns. (Don't forget Abbreviations.) With just three lists, you 
can get the gist of many, many clauses. Then move on to Adjectives, then Adverbs. 

2) Make and use vocabulary flashcards3

         All of us who study languages do this in some way, because it is effective and conveys 
benefits. (Hint: there is no workplace meeting so stultifying, that it can't be improved by some 
surreptitious flashcard study.) First, they're portable (and so you can review them, e.g., while 
waiting in line). Second, they're adaptable: synonyms (of verbs, nouns, and the other parts of 
speech) can be grouped together. So can antonyms. Third, as a part of Review they can't be 
beat. 

3) The keys to learning Zoharic Aramaic are4

     a- Repetition
     b- Employing multiple senses
     c- Review 

When you've studied a sentence or paragraph, and think you've understoond it, stop. 
Do a second reading to see how much you've retained. This is repetition, and it will help fix 
words in your memory. You can never do this too much!
          Employing multiple senses means using sight (to read the word), touch (to write it) and 
hearing (by saying it aloud). Singing the alphabet is an effective way to learn the letters. 
Saying each word aloud as you read and/or write it, every time, is powerful reinforcement. So 
is reading clauses and sentences aloud.
          Without regular review (daily, at the end of your study session; weekly, of previous 
sessions), language learning wanes and is lost. But the converse is also true: it takes time for 
vocabulary to pass into long term memory, and you can strengthen this process by reviewing 
what you've studied. 

1 http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21128224.000-age-no-excuse-for-failing-to-learn-a-new-
language.html#.U8v_xfldVQg. Or, as Tim Ferris wrote: “Babies aren’t better language learners than you; they 
just have no escape routes.” (http://fourhourworkweek.com/2014/03/21/how-to-learn-a-foreign-language-2/)

2 http://kerem.org/a-taste-of-kerem/a-conversation-with-lawrence-kushner/
3 Just cut 3x5 cards in half or quarters; write the word with vowels and its part of speech (n., v., adj., etc.) on 

the front, and the translation on the back. Refrain from peeking...  
4 http://www.umich.edu/~lsastudy/foreignlang.html

http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21128224.000-age-no-excuse-for-failing-to-learn-a-new-language.html#.U8v_xfldVQg
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21128224.000-age-no-excuse-for-failing-to-learn-a-new-language.html#.U8v_xfldVQg


4) If you are willing, try to learn one prayer in the Siddur that is from the Zohar. 
The two5 prayers are: Kegavnah (II.135a-b = Pritzker, vol.5, p.251-2), and Berikh 

Shemeih (II.206a = Pritzker, vol.6: p.174-5).  [See the texts on this website. ]
          By learn is meant “memorize” – vowels and all. This can serve as a reference point for 
verb conjugations, use of prepositions, etc. It will always be with you, and that is one of the 
great advantages of studying a language used in a text which is also considered sacred.... 

5) Take heart!
         Adin Steinsaltz said of learning to study Talmud: “Quantity rapidly becomes quality”. We 
have found that to be true of the Zohar as well. 
         First, the total vocabulary is not that large6. Learning the MFW lists will give you a solid 
base because they are the words used most often.
         Second, formulaic phrases are employed over and over: 

נ�א               ק� אה חּול� ּכ� Happy is our lot! (I.7a) - ז

יּנּון                ין א� א� ּכ� happy are they (II.268b [Marg.])7 - ז

יב                ת� כ� א הּוא ּד� ד� as is written (I.3a,7b,11a,13b) - ה�

א                ח� אר� י ּב� ל� וֹו אז� �י ה י יֹוס� ּב� ר ּי�יא ו� י ח� ּב�  Rabbi Hiyya and Rabbi Yose - ר

                   were walking on the way (I.3b)8 

י הּוא                כ� אי ה� ּד  truly this is so (I.3b) - ו

מּוּה                י אֹוק� כ� they established it thus (I.11a) - ה�

Initially, read to get the gist of the sentence – even if you don't understand all the words 
or certain clauses. Keep on reading. Stop and, to check your understanding, do a second 
reading. Don't give up. “Quantity rapidly becomes quality”.

* * *
The Zohar has been read and cherished since the 13th century. You will surely find it 

within yourself to persevere and learn to read it in the original in this, the 21st century. In the 
variation on Biblical words (Joshua 1:6,7) which are said said upon completing a book of 
Torah:

ק       ז� �ח ת� נ� ק ו� ז� �ק ח ז� �                    ”Be strong, be strong, and let us strengthen one another“ -  ח

5 The third prayer, Petah Eliyahu, is from Tikkunei Zohar (TZ 17a-b) – a later work.
6 At present, our best guess is around 6,300 total words. (But more precise figures probably await completion 

of a dictionary.)  
7 According to Yehuda Liebes, such phrases of the “happy are/is...” construction appear over 800 times in the 

Zohar. See his ''Zakkain inun Yisrael: a blessing in the language of the Zohar and it's Jewish-Christian 

background''' [Hebrew] (Jerusalem, 2005. ): p.1, fn.1-2. Online at:  

http://pluto.huji.ac.il/~liebes/zohar/zakkain.html
8 See Appendix 1 of David Greenstein, Roads to Utopia: The Walking Motif in the Zohar. Stanford: Stanford 

University Press, 2014.


